Anonymity on the Web using Apple Products & Ads

- **Browse Anonymously on iPads or iPhones:**
  https://www.techadvisor.co.uk/how-to/apple/how-browse-anonymously-on-iphone-ipad-3674037/
- **About VPNs:** https://www.techadvisor.co.uk/feature/internet/what-is-vpn-3672526/
- **Prevent Safari from accessing camera and microphone unless YOU deem it OK:**
- **Duck Duck Go:** Consider using this search engine by setting it as the default in Safari, or by putting it in as a browser search option, not necessarily the default search engine. This search engine does not use crowd sourcing or gathering data about you to present you with what the engine determines to be “helpful” ads for you.
- **Block Popups in Safari:** In your Safari Settings, you can turn on the pop-up blocker:
  https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT203987
- **Why use a pop-up blocker and how to do so:** https://macpaw.com/how-to/ad-blocker-safari  
  (August 2018)
- **How to block ads in Safari on the iPhone:** https://www.lifewire.com/hate-ads-block-safari-iphone-2000778

Creating Folders for apps or photos on iPad or iPhone

- **Folders for Apps** are created by pressing (instead of tapping) on an app, and then with your finger still on the app, look for the apps to wiggle or dance. An X should also be visible in the corner of any app that can be deleted. Slide (drag) the app you want in a “folder” on top of another app and a folder will be created. Or, slide (drag) the app to an already-created “folder” or container.
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- **Folders for Photos on an iPad/iPhone** — called **Albums.** In your photo app, tap the Albums option. You should see a + sign near the top of the screen. Tap it to create an album. You can name your album, too. Pictures you collect in the album will still stay in your “Camera Roll” album or “All Photos” album in the upper right area of the Albums screen, but these pictures will be cross-referenced in the albums you choose, including “Places” or “People & Places.”
- **Emailing photos on an iPad** — Open your photos app, and tap the word, SELECT, then tap each picture you want to include in your email. Tap the “share” button and look for your email app. The share options appear in two bands at the bottom of the screen, and you can scroll left and right through each band to find and then tap the correct email app you need. Proceed to complete the email address you wish to send the pictures to, as the pictures are already attached to the email at this point.